
Change and the Mindset of Teaming

NeSI is powered by a high-performance, multi-disciplinary team who are employed at NeSI collaborator institutions

(NIWA, the University of Auckland, University of Otago, and Manaaki Whenua - Landcare Research) and empowered

to accelerate research outcomes across New Zealand.

2019 2020 2021

Understanding how we work together not only allows us to share our learnings with others, but informs us on where we are going

and how we can continue to grow our capabilities as new challenges arise.

As the environment around us continues to shift rapidly, it’s important that organisations adapt and become resilient to change. By

adapting how we work we are more likely to deliver customers, users, and researchers what they want - when they want it. 

*Reference: Business Agility Reports 

https://businessagility.institute/learn/2019-business-agility-report-raising-the-bar/243

https://businessagility.institute/learn/2020-business-agility-report-responding-to-disruption/487

https://businessagility.institute/learn/2021-business-agility-report-rising-to-the-challenge/669

We have complicated work arrangements, and individually, have split duties, loyalties, and focuses. 

This presents a unique challenge: How do we work cohesively, both within NeSI and across institutions?

This is a story about NeSI’s teaming journey, presented through a series of micro case studies

showcasing the learnings from experimenting with product management and agile practices.

What's our own situation?
Why is this important?

Will ArmitageEirian Perkins

Eirian is one of NeSI's DevOps and Integration

developers and holds a masters of engineering in

Engineering Management. She has a background and

interest in agile management practices.

Will is NeSI's Agile Portfolio Lead, he has a real interest

in aligning organisations around priorities, creating

transparency of work and sustainability in teams. Will

is a musician at heart.
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Focus area: 

Teaming across work

Hard for team members

to see across priorities

Challenges LearningsPractices

Specific practices help

build a culture of

transparency and a safe

environment ot speak up

It becomes frustrating to

hear work isn't done or

that team members can't

get on to doing that

work

Juggling multiple

projects & priorities
Cross

functional

teaming and

cadences

Practice talking through the work

- using systems like "Kanban" can

help

You need buy in and advocation

from senior leadership - it helps

immensely 

Focusing on what is

in control of the

team helps deliver

Understanding the relationship

between the work tying back to

Business Objectives & Key

Performance Indicators

Walk the

work

What problems, difficulties, frustrations have we seen and heard?

What have we tried or are currently trying to help overcome the challenge? 

What have we learnt from the practice, gained insight on, positive or

negative experiences that have been seen and/or heard?

Having a Product Owner

role helps the team make

sense of product

improvements, features

and priorities

Work in shorter

cycles eg. "Sprints"

Lots to do, need to

manage

expectations

Using a "Product

Owner" role

Retrospectives

Organisational plans

having low visibility eg.

an Annual Plan in a

word document

Weekly "demo"

sessions and

Fortnightly "Town

Halls"

Goal: 

Creating a learning culture where information is shared transparently within and

across teams

Pairing on work

Long, mid and short term work

"cycles" helps to set clearer

expectations

Need to make sure you have a mix

of skill sets and postures; people

who are more keen to focus on the

detail or want to specialise in a

particular place of the technology

stack or engagement. 

It's about

building up

those teams

over time.

It doesn't always just

happen. You need build

in  opportunities and

create space/time to

share knowledge

People genuinely enjoy and

appreciate the efforts to be more

transparent

Building

teams

Face time
Knowledge

sharing within &

across teams

Understanding,

setting and

delivering on

expectations

Making time to

connect during a

predominantly virtual

environment

Despite efforts, it's still

always difficult for some

to find information

needed

People operating &

resourcing model will

determine how

efficiently work can get

done

References:

Will Armitage (Agile Portfolio Lead at NeSI), Brian Flaherty - (former Product

Manager at NeSI), Marko Laban - (former Software Engineering Lead at

NeSI)

NeSI Confluence - implementing agile principles in NeSI 1.0

Annual Planning retrospectives and feedback surveys 2020-21

Various initiatives - eg. Nearline, Rakeiora, FlexiHPC with AgResearch

In the field observations and feedback seen/heard from various team

members

Reflections
Practices my organisation or community use to help us share

information transparently within and across teams are...?
Challenges within this area I/we have recently experienced...?This focus area makes me think about...?

Something else this brings to mind is...?

Work needing

multiple skillsets/

expertise

Create points in time to zoom out

from and back in to the work

Appreciating the good

stuff, or voicing how to

do something

differently

Transparent

information

builds buy in

Create

opportunities

It takes months rather

than weeks to get on the

same page on ways of

working and teaming

cultures

Work needs to be visible, and

decisions transparent to help with

teaming around it

Documents are difficult to fully

engage with, interactive tools help

bring them to life

Find different tools and ways to

visualise and connect with the

work required at different levels

Knowledge

sharing

Challenges
LearningsPractices

What have we tried or are currently trying to help overcome the challenge? 
What have we learnt from the practice, gained insight on, positive or

negative experiences that have been seen and/or heard?
What problems, difficulties, frustrations have we seen and heard?

run at the end of

September 2021, this

event was particularly

interesting because... 

NeSI should not be

a "bottleneck"

Focus area: 

Engagement Team & Training Initiatives

Goal: 

Connecting the right external partners so that people aren't left out of initiatives

Reflections

Practices my organisation or community use to help us deliver

training or knowledge sharing with our collaborators are...? 

Challenges within this area I/we have recently experienced...?This focus area makes me think about...?
Something else this brings to mind is...?

Growing researchers

computational skills to meet

future needs

This is a review of NeSI's training

strategy from 2015-2017 that reflects

on the activities and impacts of the

strategy, and provides:a snapshot of

NeSI training activities over the years

2015-2017an estimate of the

penetration of training activities in the

research sectoran estimate of the ...

Figshare

University of Auckland

Winter Bootcamp

We allow students, academics,

alumni and researchers to get

secure and seamless access to

our computer resources using

one set of credentials granted by

their home organisation.

Nesi

NeSI collaborates with a

variety of institutions,

including Crown Research

Institutes and

universities...

...workshop instructors

and helpers, the

carpentries community,

and many more.

Collaboration

is a necessity

No single institution

can "do it all"

We are a small

organisation, and

cannot "do it all"

either

The main thing about training

is no one can "do it all" --

offer every necessary

training, recruiting trainers,

organising, etc. 

Example: Machine

Learning 101

...we wanted to run a hands-on

training online for quite a

significant number of people.

We needed to lean on more

volunteer helpers than usual

Several of the helpers had

no prior experience. We had

to make sure everyone was

prepared and comfortable

This took extra effort. The

scale was bigger, because

8 institutions were

working together (7 CRIs

+ NeSI)

Training

events rely

on volunteer

efforts

NeSI might cover

costs for instructor

training and provide

opportunity to

attend...

...but when it comes time to

schedule a training event,

people must take time off

work. This may not be possible

without institutional support

We haven't addressed

lack of institutional

support for trainers. It

is an ongoing

challenge. 

Train the

trainers

We want to leverage

the Carpentries

approach, which is to

"train the trainer."

This is fundamental to our

strategy. NeSI is trying to

give the community tool so

that they can run training

events themselves.

"We don't want to be

a bottleneck; we are

a small

organisation."

Careful

Planning

We want to ensure

helpers are recruited

from all the different

institutions involved in a

training...

...so that all the institutions

could feel involved, have

learners attend, and feel a

contribution to the workshop

We like to recruit helpers

from an institution and

use that to loop in

learners and vice versa

This approach is a way to

identify new learners and

new ways to advertise

workshops. It's hard to

target individuals

Depends

on the

Situation

We haven't

addressed the lack of

institutional support

for trainers

It is an ongoing

challenge. Institutions

that address this

challenge experience

more successes

Example: Research

Bazaar 2021

The Centre for

eResearch drew

from prior

experience...

...specifically ensuring

each training session

had a main instructor

and a helper

CeR paid PhD students to

run training sessions, and

had regular check-ins

leading up to the event

Many

hands

make light

work

If institutions pool

their resources, they

go so much farther...

...because the pool of

instructors and

potential helpers grows

tremendously

A larger pool of

instructors/helpers

means you can reach

more people across a

particular domain.

Go with the

flow

ML 101 was intended

to be a hybrid event

(online and in

person)...

...but because of

lockdown, we went

fully online

This simplified

planning and allowed

us to focus on the

material

Attendees had more

consistent

experiences

Successful

institutions

support

training

Universities or CRIs with

the most training

successes tend to have

training as part of

employee roles...

...and at least one

person who can

monitor the training

initiative for that

institution

Institutions with training

contacts are a bit more

mature in terms of

forming their own

events

This enables us to slot

in NeSI instructors,

coordinator support,

and so on

These organisations

are the leaders in

terms of what training

they need when

We can rally around

them to ensure they

have enough

support

References:

Megan Guidry (Training lead at NeSI), 

Growing researchers computational skills to meet future needs

Various training initiatives - e.g. Machine Learning 101, Research Bazaar, etc.

Challenges
LearningsPractices

What have we tried or are currently trying to help overcome the challenge? 
What have we learnt from the practice, gained insight on, positive or

negative experiences that have been seen and/or heard?
What problems, difficulties, frustrations have we seen and heard?

Researchers had

difficulties accessing the

NeSI clusters, because the

user interface was

confusing

Focus area: 

User-Centred Design

Goal: 

Collaborating with users to "deliver the right thing"

Reflections

Practices my organisation or community use to help us

understand each other's needs are...? 

Challenges within this area I/we have recently experienced...?This focus area makes me think about...?
Something else this brings to mind is...?

User-

Centred

Design

User-Centred design

places users (e.g.

researchers) and their

needs at the focal

point.

Example: Cluster

Access for

Researchers

This was largely noticed

during a training session,

and NeSI received direct

feedback

On an individual level,

the cluster access

issues seemed to be

one-off

...but when multiple people

were having the same issue

during training, it became

clear the issue was design

Obtaining

and using

feedback

Have we provided

the user with a

solution that meets

their needs?

How might we get fast

feedback from users

before we deliver a final

solution?

Focus on

the Key

Issue

User-centred design

became the key

focus for NeSI's 2019

retreat

This was a result of

direct feedback on

cluster access from

the training session

Several teams came

together for a "big

picture" view

Journey

Mapping

We want to ensure

helpers are recruited

from all the different

institutions involved in a

training...

...so that all the institutions

could feel involved, have

learners attend, and feel a

contribution to the workshop

We like to recruit helpers

from an institution and

use that to loop in

learners and vice versa

This approach is a way to

identify new learners and

new ways to advertise

workshops. It's hard to

target individuals

Early

Access

Programs

"Advanced GPU"

rollout  of new

Nvidia A100s (2021)

Jupyter (2021) Nearline

Knowledge

Sharing

when you troubleshoot

user issues on a case-by-

case basis, you don't see

the scope of the problem

But when we looked at the

user journey, suddenly we

had a gestalt moment, where

we could all see the whole

picture.

Design

Thinking

Customer Journey mapping

as a practice helped us focus

in on the user, which we are

also applying to other work

in progress

Jupyter became our

key platform for

making our

workshops live

User-centred design, cross

funcitonal teaming, change

management, user journeys,

service blueprint, a lot of metrics

focussed work, putting logging in

place...

Helps us

decide what to

create to

support what

the user goes

through

 Early access

programmes help us

validate what we've built

as early as possible

Next "Advanced GPU"

rollout of new Nvidia

HGX A100s (2022)

Open link

Mahuika Extension

(2022)

References:

Megan Guidry (Training lead at NeSI), 

Dinindu Senanayake (Research Support / Applications Support)

Georgina Rae (Science Engagement Manager)

Nick Jones (NeSI Director)

Various training initiatives - e.g. Machine Learning 101, Research Bazaar, etc.

"Technology is mainly a human attribute.

Everything technical is about people for me,

in the end. This is different thinking from a

lot of technologists. I'm always thinking

about the socially situated aspects, knowing

who's in the room and knowing what their

backgrounds and perspectives are, and

trying to read the room." -- Nick Jones

Previously we were looking

at  individual data points,

viewing each user and one

aspect of each interaction.

User journey

mapping was

simple, but very

powerful

`

customer journey mapping

was the practice adopted

and carried forward, and

helped with these

challenges

it wasn't just a one-off,

we've tried to build a

similar practice into other

things Design an early access

programme based on the

target audience and their

need that you've tried to

fulfill

The challenge is to

consider the entire

user experience

reminds me of the ML

BoF with Gill Dobbie

mentioning that

'definiing the problem'

is actually a big part of

a project/ initiative. 

How to relate

this to

onboarding in

to an

organisation

How we

see the

systemic

view

The service blueprint, which

goes the level below the user

journey into the tech

underlying it, was the helpful

view that bridged between

the user world and our team

members worlds, and built

that bridge, that shared

understanding

Makes me think of

project level

journeys too, not

just users - we have

a goal but not sure

how to get there

Yea it was Greg, who came up

to me after the team retreat to

say it (user journey map/

service blueprint showing

pain points) was really smart -

such a simple and powerful/

compelling way to highlight

the issue

Hard to

define the

"problem"

Finding the

metrics that

deliver what

you want to

know / learn

Hard to pull a

journey together

and discover

metrics that are

meaningful

hard for any one

person in the team

to step back and

see the overall

experience across

Finding the

root cause

of a

problem

communicating

high level/

systemic

problems to a

team or

individuals 

Using a "canvas" to

define the problem -

see  - what areas was

this canvas broken out

to? See Gill Dobbie's

ML BoF 

Take it to

the team

making time to connect

makes me think of the

'random coffee' channel we

tried and the weekly quiz in

slack - little things that help

us to connect have been

great for morale when

working remotely.

I wonder if this increased online

working and the pressures on a

team' culture and sense of

connectedness and camaraderie

will impact how we recuit new

team members?  Will recruitment

need to put more emphasis on

how the individual will fit with th

eculture the team wants to grow.

These challenges help

us make sure we're

working effectively and

stay contemporary

rather than settle into

the easiest or most

'normal' ways of working

in research we often work

in groups, where we’re not

working so hand-glove day

to day - groups have

different dynamics to

teams, and it can't take

quite a lot of effort to shift

habits and practices

There is less of an

assumption that

everyone knows

what's going on

since the

pandemic

We’re used to seminars and

other forms of knowledge

sharing and group reflection

to norm in academia/

research. Doing that on our

work and our culture is less

obvious or common, yet really

key to teaming

Making sure everyone

is included, taking into

account different

communication

preferences and

contexts

hard to find the

time to explain /

outline, hard to find

the right tool /

technique to share

this effectively

harder to

"water" the

team now we

are all at

home

Delaying things to

meetings, or

talking through a

lot of things in

one meeting

Taking the time

to Onboarding /

context setting

counts

take the

initiative to

mentor

others

shifting from a "group"

posture to a teaming

behaviour - coming

together on something

than working

individually on

something

"pair

programming"

explaining

your

thought

process

building

confidence to

raise your hand

if you need

something

Carpentry has been

successful in playing to

self interest..

development of skills

relevant to their own

research, relevant to

career progression, etc

yes - domain

specific training

tends to have

much less of a

drop off or 'no

show' rate

I'm curious how you

get away from

knowledge silos, or

connect different

institutions?

Not always clear

on

organisational

development

goals

people won't sign

up for training

unless it's clear

on the value /

what you're

offering

volunteers…

can we fund

basic time for

trainers?

advice from a

previous

institution: if you

bring food,

participants will

come

Focus your

session pitch/

marketing on

"what's in it for

the attendee"

Put a plan in

place on how

to target

specific

audiences

I'm interested in connecting after, here are my contact details to keep the conversation going... I'm interested in connecting after, here are my contact details to keep the conversation going... I'm interested in connecting after, here are my contact details to keep the conversation going...

Your facilitator: Eirian Your facilitator: Will Your facilitator: Megan

Finding a

path to a

goal

How to land

things back in

that happen

in projects

Reminds me about

sharing stories with

your family - where

you've come from

and think what you

do

I found Megan's point really

insightful. Understanding team

members' level of understanding of

a certain project or topic is easier

said than done. It needs frank

conversations about what people

actually know and making sure

fewer gaps in knowledge exist.

That’s a great point Laura…. In a BoF

yesterday we were talking about

changing nature / style of work (hybrid,

remote, etc.) and the fact that over the

last two years many people have

joined teams and never met

colleagues in person till months after

starting their roles…. Is a real test of ‘fit’

for someone to join & onboard in an

online environment

And I get the sense (from some

friends’ anecdotal stories from

corporate environments) that “team

culture” (activities & attention) is an

HR-type activity they ‘have to do

now and again’ to tick a box… very

different level of value & care that

I’ve seen within a lot of the

eResearch communities

mentorship

opportunities for

women, or

minorities. Usually

focused on male Experiences?

Tips/tricks?

sometimes

lucky enough to

find support in

an organisation

"pro-bono"

interests

organisations

sharing mentoring

with other

organisations -

sibling

organisations

https://auckland.figshare.com/articles/journal_contribution/Growing_researchers_computational_skills_to_meet_future_needs/7482116
https://www.nesi.org.nz/event/2017/07/university-auckland-winter-bootcamp
https://www.nesi.org.nz/news/2021/12/interested-helping-nesi-test-its-next-tranche-graphics-processing-units

